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Synopsis for the film: Trinkitamaskin
passionately desired eternal life and could
soon get it - only for this it was necessary
to kill one person. However, in this matter
he was assisted by his longtime friend
Bhattacharya, who many years ago was
hopelessly in love with his wife. Now the
love that seemed like an insurmountable
barrier for so many years is dead, and with
it the enmity between the two men has
disappeared. But Bhat must become their
enemy, which means that massacre is
inevitable. Unequal marriage (2014)
Season 7 Episode 1 The story tells of two
women who are trying to start a family,
but the love betrayed by her husband
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further alienates them from each other. As
it turns out, this is just the beginning.
Ahead of them are many obstacles on the
way to family happiness. Trinkentonium
(2014-2015) Season 1 Todd, a marriage
lawyer, introduces an ambitious client who
he thinks would be the perfect fit for their
job. When the case takes an unexpected
turn, Todd must question the lawyer's
decisions. The plot of the film is based on
real events that took place at the end of the
twentieth century. A young man Dave
wakes up one day on the streets of a
Scottish village, but by some miracle he
not only survived the accident and found
the strength to live, but was even able to
return to life after being seriously injured.
Gradually, a picture of that time opens
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before him: violent feuds between local
residents, drugs, street crime, which at
first seems to David something quite
familiar and not even repulsive. The
protagonist again comes face to face with
what once terrified him. From now on, he
is fighting for his life and his family.
Perhaps everything he saw was just a bad
dream, but the heroes of the action movie
"Jackpot" are not the kind of people who
can be deceived.An unknown visitor
discovers the house alive, soulless and
frozen to the ground. It soon becomes
clear that a person lives here who only
seems to be a person. The child, in whose
body a ruthless spirit hides, wants to take
away everyone who lives in this terrible
house. Detective series produced by
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Hungary, Romania and India. The events
begin in 1943 during World War II. The
protagonist named Kati, being a chief
police inspector, is investigating crimes
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